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Eyebrows - $750 
Touch-Up $200 

Consultation, Expectations and Procedure: 

The procedure takes between 1.5 to 2 hours. Touch-ups take less time. First we will take a 
before picture. It is for records and insurance purposes. We will then discuss 
expectations, color, shape and your lifestyle. 

I will clean the brow area and apply the first topical anesthetic. This is a lidocaine 
product. 15 minutes later, I remove the topical and draw on the shape that I will be 
proposing to you. I will ask you for your opinion. Keep in mind that they look dark and 
heavy when drawn on. 
Then I will implant the color, using single use needles and handles. After marking the 
shape, you will receive more anesthetic. You will be quite numb after the second 
application. 

I finish creating your eyebrows, you sit up, and we will look at it again. Small adjustments 
can be made at this time. I will cover the area with Vaseline, and take some after 
pictures. Next thing is to book your 2nd session appointment, and this appointment is 
included in your price. It is a follow-up appointment, to make sure that your skin has 
taken well to the color, and if not, I will touch it up. In most instances, this is required. 

Your brows may look dark and warm in color right now, but do not worry as this is normal. 
It happens because the color is oxidized. The healed color will take about a week to 10 
days to be visible, and the brows will lighten significantly. 

Post Care Instructions: 

For one week you will be applying Vaseline to your eyebrows with a Q-tip before you 
wash your face or shower. This helps keep bacteria out and creates a little band-aid 
while your skin is healing. Stay out of the sun and if you are in high heat, you may need 
to apply more Vaseline. Do not rub or scratch the area. You may see flaking of the skin, 
this is normal. Avoid any exfoliating treatments to the brow area, including Retin A, other 
acids or acne treatments and harsh washes. Also, during this time, please refrain from 
using any type of facial cleansing devices within the 1st week (ex. clarisonic system). 

After two weeks you may want to apply sunscreen to the area, to protect the color. The 
sun is the biggest fader of permanent make-up. If you receive facial treatments from an 
esthetician or dermatologist you also run the risk of causing your permanent makeup to 
fade at a faster rate. 

*Color Corrections: Keep in mind, if you have had your brows done elsewhere, and I am 
correcting them, the color may look a bit faint until your 2nd session follow up, during 
which time I will have the opportunity to darken them. Depending on the shape and 
color density, you may need to schedule a 3rd touchup within the year. 
  
Enjoy your newfound freedom from eyebrow make-up application, and feel free to call 
me if you have any concerns!
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